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Description

OE Elsafe | QIKFIT QF5 - 1 x VGA Coupler - White 
4Cabling provides many solutions to suit your individual AV needs.

OE Elsafe - QF5 - 1 x VGA Coupler in White is designed to fit into OE Elsafe's QIKFIT-compatible power rail, desk modules, and
floor box. The AV couplers and cutouts allow for versatility - either use the ready-to-install QIKFIT AV couplers, or fit their own
components to the AV cutouts. The QF5 model includes a VGA coupler on a QF5 fascia.
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FEATURES
Complies to Australian/NZ standards
All sockets are rated at 10A 250V
The soft-wired QIKFIT do not use regular IEC Connectors as they come with GST male and female connectors allowing for
multiple QIKFITS to be daisy-chained. You will need to use this with an OE-Elsafe starter and/or interconnecting cable
Designed to easily clip onto an OE Elsafe Prodigy Basket and QIKFIT-compatible boxes and modules

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Polycarbonate Body
Colour: White
Dimensions: 130.5mm x 41.5mm x 24mm
Suitable for Axxess, Phoenix & Quicksilver, and more QIKFIT-compatible boxes and modules

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty

WHY 4CABLING?
Australia’s leading importer & wholesaler of 19” server racks, copper, ethernet cable, fibre optic leads & structured
networking products
ISO 9001, NSW Govt. & GITC (QLD Govt.) approved supplier
Secure online shopping 24/7
A loyal customer base of 100k+ who trust us for their data & electrical needs
Over 3000 quality products in stock ready to go
All products are approved as per local Australian standards
Warranty & peace of mind return policy
Lightning fast delivery nationwide
Expert advice
Proudly 100% Australian owned & operated
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